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ABSTRACT
Evaluating query predicates on data samples is the only way
to estimate their selectivity in certain scenarios. Finding a
guaranteed optimal query plan is not a reasonable optimiza-
tion goal in those cases as it might require an infinite number
of samples. We therefore introduce probably approximately
optimal query optimization (PAO) where the goal is to find
a query plan whose cost is near-optimal with a certain prob-
ability. We will justify why PAO is a suitable formalism to
model scenarios in which predicate sampling and optimiza-
tion need to be interleaved.
We present the first algorithm for PAO. Our algorithm is
non-intrusive and uses standard query optimizers and sam-
pling components as sub-functions. It is generic and can
be applied to a wide range of scenarios. Our algorithm is
iterative and calculates in each iteration a query plan to-
gether with a region in the selectivity space where the plan
has near-optimal cost. It determines the confidence that the
true selectivity values fall within the aforementioned region
and chooses the next samples to take based on the current
state if the confidence does not reach the threshold specified
as problem input. We devise different algorithm variants
and analyze their complexity. We experimentally compare
them in terms of the number of optimizer invocations, sam-
ples, and iterations over many different query classes.
1. INTRODUCTION
The goal in traditional query optimization is to find an
optimal query plan. This optimization goal is based on the
assumption that accurate values for the selectivity of each
query predicate are available. This assumption is already
optimistic in traditional scenarios where predicate selectiv-
ity is estimated based on a machine-readable definition of
the predicate and on statistics describing the input data. It
is completely unjustified if query predicates are formulated
in natural language (e.g., in the context of crowd databases
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where predicates are evaluated by human workers [15, 26,
27]), if predicates are evaluated by invoking remote services
(e.g., a weather service or a credit rating service [17]), or
if predicates are complex functions defined using a differ-
ent language than SQL (e.g., predicates whose evaluation
requires sophisticated text or video processing [17]). In all
those cases, the optimizer cannot access or interpret the def-
inition of query predicates and has a-priori no information
about their selectivity.
In such cases it is still possible to evaluate predicates on
data samples during optimization to estimate their selectiv-
ity. This is in fact required to make any guarantees on the
quality of the generated plans. The traditional optimiza-
tion goal is however not reasonable in this context: when
taking it seriously, we would need to collect an unbounded
number of samples in order to obtain infinitely precise se-
lectivity estimates based on which we can produce a guar-
anteed optimal plan (as different plans might be optimal for
different selectivity values). How should we formulate the
optimization goal if optimization and selectivity sampling
are interleaved? Which predicates shall we sample? How
many samples should we take? How should we choose a
query plan based on the collected samples? In the follow-
ing we will first propose a generalization of the traditional
query optimization problem and justify why it constitutes a
reasonable optimization goal in our scenario. The answers
to all other questions will follow from that.
Our adapted optimization goal is the following: find a
query plan whose cost is not higher than optimal by more
than factor α ≥ 1 with probability at least δ ∈ [0, 1]. Fac-
tor α and probability δ configure the optimizer and can be
chosen by users or administrators, trading plan quality for
optimization time and sampling overhead. We call this op-
timization problem probably approximately optimal query
optimization (similar in spirit to the probably approximately
correct learning framework [32]). It is a reasonable problem
definition, meaning that it does not require an infinite num-
ber of samples. Simplified problem definitions do not possess
that property as we show next.
Selectivity is a continuous variable that takes values be-
tween 0 and 1. Without making further assumptions, taking
a finite number of samples can only yield confidence bounds
for the true selectivity values but never a point estimate.
The cost of query plans depends in general on the selectiv-
ity and may vary for selectivity values within the confidence
bounds. Finding a plan that is optimal for all selectivity
values within the confidence bounds is therefore in general
not possible. We assume in the following that plan cost
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functions are continuous in a small area around the true
selectivity values (additional assumptions are discussed in
Section 3). This assumption is less strong than the stan-
dard assumption in parametric query optimization, called
the guiding principle of parametric query optimization, stat-
ing that the cost of query plans is approximately linear in
small areas of the selectivity space [12]. Under this assump-
tion, we can shrink the selectivity confidence bounds using
a finite number of samples until one plan has near-optimal
cost (within multiplicative factor α of the optimum) within
the entire cube in the selectivity space that is defined by the
confidence bounds. This is why our goal must be to find a
near-optimal and not an optimal plan.
In addition, we must consider the case that the true selec-
tivity values fall outside the confidence bounds altogether.
As long as we take a finite number of samples, this is always
possible with non-zero probability. This is the reason that
we aim at finding a near-optimal plan with probability at
least δ and not to find a guaranteed near-optimal plan.
Prior work on selectivity estimation in the context of query
optimization has often focused on the case of correlated
predicates as they can lead to sub-optimal plan choices [9,
31]. In contrast to that, we focus on novel application sce-
narios where even the handling of uncorrelated predicates
is currently not solved in a principled manner. A recently
proposed system for big data processing [23] for instance
estimates the selectivity of user-defined predicates by sam-
pling. The amount of data to sample is however decided
heuristically such that no probabilistic guarantees on the op-
timality of the generated query plans result. In the context
of crowd database systems, where users may define natural
language predicates that are evaluated by crowd workers,
query optimizers currently rely on the user to specify the
predicate selectivity by hand [27]. Otherwise default values
are used [28]. Both scenarios can benefit from the framework
and approach that we introduce in the following.
Prior work (e.g., [9]) usually assumes that predicate selec-
tivity is estimated based on data statistics which are gen-
erated in one atomic operation. This motivates a binary
uncertainty model: either the selectivity of a predicate is
known or unknown. With such a problem model, the goal of
finding near-optimal plans is actually reasonable. We target
scenarios where it is often not possible to estimate selectivity
based on data statistics (e.g., how to automatically estimate
selectivity for a predicate formulated in natural language for
evaluation by crowd workers? [28]). We can only sample
predicates and never know the precise selectivity. Hence we
cannot adopt a binary uncertainty model. Another distin-
guishing factor between our approach and prior work is that
our approach requires a minimal amount of information. We
do for instance not assume that table cardinalities are known
which makes it possible to support even scenarios related to
crowdsourcing where tables are extracted from crowd work-
ers and their cardinality is not known. Those seemingly
subtle differences result in algorithmic challenges that are
specific to our scenario.
We present a first algorithm for probably approximately
optimal query optimization (PAO). This algorithm is generic
and works with arbitrary plan spaces and cost models as
long as cost grows monotonically in the selectivity. We as-
sume that nothing is known about the selectivity of pred-
icates before sampling starts and we do not make any as-
sumptions at all about the type of probability distribution
that the selectivity values follow. Furthermore, our ap-
proach is non-intrusive and can easily be implemented on
top of existing optimizers. Possible application scenarios
for the algorithm presented in this paper include cost-based
optimizers in crowd database systems (which currently as-
sume that users specify selectivity values together with their
queries [28, 27]) or optimization of queries including user-
defined predicates (sampling is used in that context but
without formal guarantees on plan quality [23]).
The optimizer consists of three components in our sce-
nario: a standard optimizer that finds optimal plans for
given selectivity values, a sampling component that evalu-
ates predicates on data samples, and a meta-algorithm that
coordinates invocations of the sampling component and the
standard optimizer in order to meet the probabilistic guar-
antees specified by PAO. We propose a meta-algorithm for
PAO in this paper while we assume that a standard opti-
mizer and a sampling component are provided.
We use a standard optimizer that requires selectivity es-
timates for invocation. Those estimates are derived from
samples. On the other hand, we can exploit information
about the optimal cost function, namely its sensitivity to the
selectivity of specific predicates, to choose the predicates to
sample and to optimize the number of samples to take. This
cyclic dependency motivates an iterative algorithm: our al-
gorithm interleaves sampling and optimization and executes
several stages of sampling and optimization until the PAO
guarantees are met.
After having collected a small initial set of samples, our
algorithm executes the following four steps in each iteration:
First, it invokes the standard optimizer to obtain the best
query plan for the current selectivity sample means. Sec-
ond, it issues more calls to the standard optimizer in order
to determine a cube-shaped region in the selectivity space for
which the plan generated in the first step satisfies the near-
optimality guarantees specified as problem input. Third, it
uses a probabilistic model based on the Hoeffding inequal-
ity [21] to lower-bound the confidence that the true selec-
tivity values fall within the cube-shaped near-optimality re-
gion calculated in the second step. If this confidence value
exceeds δ then optimization ends and the current query plan
is returned. If the confidence is not yet sufficiently high, our
optimizer finally chooses the number of samples to take in
the next iteration and the best distribution of samples over
different query predicates.
Finding a cube-shaped near-optimality region (step two)
is challenging: on the one hand, we want to find a region
of maximal extent as this maximizes the confidence and al-
lows to terminate optimization early. On the other hand,
finding the region of maximal extent might require a pro-
hibitive number of calls to the standard optimizer as we
need to find the optimal cost value for many points in the
selectivity space. We will present and experimentally com-
pare different variants of the region finding algorithm. All
of them only execute a bounded number of standard opti-
mizer invocations per iteration (in our experiments we use
an optimizer budget of ten calls per iteration for instance).
Our most sophisticated algorithm variant iteratively extends
the near-optimality cube and calculates the gradient for the
cost function at the cube bounds after each extension: this
allows to estimate the extent of the near-optimality cube be-
fore extension and therefore to carefully select the selectivity
vectors for which the standard optimizer is invoked.
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We also propose different policies for selecting the next
samples to take. We present variants that offer formal guar-
antees on achieving near-optimal tradeoffs between the num-
ber of optimzier calls and the number of samples taken and
we present policies that significantly reduce the number of
required iterations by estimating the required number of
samples based on an analysis of the plan cost function and
the selectivity sample distribution obtained so far. We eval-
uate those more sophisticated policies in comparison with
uniform sampling.
In summary, our original scientific contributions in this
paper are the following:
• We introduce and formalize the probably approximately
optimal query optimization problem (PAO).
• We present several variations of a generic and non-
intrusive algorithm for PAO that is applicable in many
scenarios.
• We formally analyze different algorithm variants and
we experimentally compare them for different query
sizes, join graph shapes, and number of predicates.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We
discuss related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we introduce
our formal problem model and discuss the fundamental as-
sumptions it is based on. We present several variants of a
PAO algorithm in Section 4 and formally analyze it in Sec-
tion 5. We finally compare different algorithm variants in
an experimental evaluation in Section 6.
2. RELATED WORK
We propose an iterative algorithm that interleaves query
optimization and predicate sampling. This connects our ap-
proach to the magic number sensitivity analysis (MNSA)
algorithm by Chaudhuri and Narasayya [9] but there are
several important differences. First, MNSA assumes that
information is collected by collecting data statistics from
which predicate selectivity is inferred while we assume that
predicates are sampled directly. Our probabilistic model
presented in Section 4.3 is specific to our scenario. Second,
MNSA adopts a binary approach to uncertainty: either the
selectivity of a predicate is completely unknown (within the
range ε and 1−ε) or it is completely known. When sampling
predicates, it can take prohibitively many samples to deter-
mine the true selectivity with negligible error. We therefore
work with confidence bounds on predicate selectivities and
our optimization goal (finding plans that are near-optimal
with high probability) is different than the one of Chaud-
huri and Narasayya (finding plans that are guaranteed near-
optimal). Many of the problems that our algorithm pre-
sented in Section 4 solves (e.g., finding regions within the
selectivity space where a given plan is near-optimal with few
optimizer calls) are specific to our scenario. Finally, MNSA
assumes that one data statistic is created in each iteration.
We assume that many samples can be taken per iteration
(this reduces the required number of optimizer calls and al-
lows to exploit parallelism during sampling) and deciding
how many samples to take per iteration and how to par-
tition them over different predicates is another important
sub-problem that we consider.
MNSA was later generalized [7] but the proposed ap-
proach assumes that MNSA or a similar technique is ap-
plied in a first step to generate statistics on base tables and
that hard bounds on predicate selectivity values (not prob-
abilistic confidence bounds as in our case) can be inferred
from those statistics. We cannot infer selectivity from data
statistics in our case (e.g., no generic data statistic would al-
low to automatically estimate the selectivity of natural lan-
guage predicates evaluated by crowd workers on a picture
database [25]) and MNSA is not suitable for our scenario as
discussed before.
Joklekar et al. [17] propose a sampling approach to esti-
mate the selectivity of user-defined predicates (mainly for
the case of one predicate while an extension is shortly dis-
cussed). Their focus is on how to avoid evaluation of user-
defined predicates by approximation while our focus is on
interleaved join ordering and sampling, assuming that each
predicate is evaluated on each relevant tuple. Joklekar et
al. and others [8] obtain confidence bounds on predicate se-
lectivities but it is a-priori unclear how selectivity bounds
translate into plan cost bounds and this is why we interleave
optimization and sampling in an iterative approach.
Karanasos et al. [23] sample the selectivity of user-defined
predicates by executing pilot runs; an initial query plan is
generated based on those pilot runs, the plan might be re-
optimized once new information becomes available during
execution. Unlike our approach, the work by Karanasos
et al. does not provide any probabilistic guarantees on the
near-optimality of the generated plans. Another difference
is that we carefully choose the number of samples to take for
each predicate in each iteration based on how sensitive the
optimal join order is to the selectivity of different predicates.
Re-optimization [2, 4, 19, 23] at run time is a generic tech-
nique to cope with uncertain predicate selectivities. How-
ever, an initial query plan with which to start execution
must still be chosen and a sub-optimal initial plan can lead
to huge overheads. Our approach can be used to generate
that initial plan.
Seppi et al. [29] propose a Bayesian approach to query op-
timization: based on prior probability distributions on the
selectivity of predicates, the optimizer decides how much
sampling is appropriate to choose between alternative oper-
ator implementations. Their approach relates to ours since
the amount of samples to take is decided based on statisti-
cal models. The algorithm by Seppi et al. is however non-
iterative and whether an appropriate number of samples is
chosen depends entirely on the accuracy of the prior knowl-
edge on predicate selectivities. In our scenario, nothing is
known about the predicates a-priori. Further, the approach
by Seppi et al. does not consider join order but only operator
implementations. Finally, the probabilistic model by Seppi
et al. directly operates on probability distributions over cost
values; standard cost formulas need to be simplified in order
to make the approach applicable [29] and the used formulas
must be tailored to specific scenarios. Our approach oper-
ates on probability distributions over selectivity values but
not on probability distributions over cost values. Our ap-
proach is therefore applicable for arbitrary cost models (as
long as cost values grow monotonically in the selectivity)
and does not require adaption to specific scenarios.
Optimization techniques that avoid selectivity estimation
altogether [14, 13] incur huge overheads during planning and
execution (optimization time is in the order of hours and ex-
ecution time exceeds the optimal execution time in practice
by factor 10 for some queries). The work by Goel et al. [18,
20] is related to ours as it addresses the question of how
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to efficiently invest resources to reduce uncertainty at opti-
mization time. However, the problem model used by Goel et
al. does not match our scenario. It assumes that probability
distributions are initially known for all parameters and that
a subset of parameters is selected for which exact values can
be obtained by probing. In our case, no probability distri-
butions on the selectivity of predicates are initially known
and exact selectivity values cannot be obtained except by
evaluating each predicate on each tuple which is equivalent
to query execution in our scenario. The algorithms proposed
by Goel et al. only treat the case of simple cost functions
that are defined as maximum or minimum over all parame-
ters. Query optimization is cited as application scenario by
Goel et al. but with the focus of selecting an optimal subset
of queries to execute; the presented approaches cannot find
optimal join orders.
Parametric query optimization [10, 16, 22] assumes that
predicate selectivities are unknown at optimization time.
The goal is usually to generate a set of plans containing
an optimal or near-optimal plan for each possible combina-
tion of selectivity values. In contrast, our goal is to find one
plan that is near-optimal with a certain probability. Fur-
ther, unlike in parametric query optimization, we assume
that the optimizer can reduce uncertainty at optimization
time by sampling predicates. This assumption motivates the
design of our iterative algorithm. The goal in robust query
optimization [1, 3, 11] is to produce plans that are robust
towards selectivity estimation errors, using a given probabil-
ity distribution over selectivity values to judge robustness.
It does not consider the possibility of taking samples during
optimization which is central to our scenario.
3. MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS
Unlike a typical publication on query optimization, we will
neither introduce a specific query model nor a specific cost
model nor a specific plan model in this section. The reason
is that, strictly speaking, we do not propose an algorithm for
query optimization but rather a meta-algorithm that uses an
existing optimizer and sampling infrastructure to generate
plans that satisfy certain probabilistic quality guarantees.
A query describes data that needs to be generated. To
make the following definitions more concrete, we can for in-
stance imagine that queries are described in some extension
of SQL that allows user-defined functions as predicates or
predicates that are formulated in natural language and eval-
uated by crowd workers [26]. We make however only very
generic assumptions on the query language and our algo-
rithm is in principle applicable to other structured query
languages as well.
Queries are associated with predicates that need to be
evaluated on data subsets. In case of SQL, predicates are
defined on single base tables or between table subsets. Pred-
icates are associated with a selectivity value between 0 and
1 which is the fraction of input data items that will satisfy
the predicate. Estimating the selectivity of predicates is cru-
cial as the choice of the optimal processing plan depends on
them. Queries might contain predicates whose selectivity is
known or can be reasoned about. We assume however that
queries contain additionally predicates whose selectivity is
unknown and can only be estimated by evaluating predicates
on randomly selected data samples which we call short to
sample the predicate. For a given query q, we refer to the set
of predicates with unknown selectivity values by pred(q).
Many alternative query plans are in general available to
process a given query. The execution cost of a query plan
depends on the predicate selectivities. We use in the follow-
ing the term selectivity vector to refer to a vector containing
a selectivity value for each predicate of a given query. Given
two selectivity vectors s1 and s2, we write s1  s2 to indi-
cate that the selectivity value assigned by s1 is smaller or
equal to the selectivity assigned by s2 for each predicate.
As selectivity values are unknown in our scenario, we must
think of plan cost as a function that maps selectivity vectors
to cost values. We assume that a cost model is available that
maps plans and selectivity vectors to cost estimates. We
represent this cost model by the function call Cost(p, s) for
a plan p and a selectivity vector s in our pseudo-code. If
Cost(p, s)= c then we say that plan p has cost c at or for
selectivity vector s.
The algorithm that we present in this paper is based on
a generic assumption on the cost model: if s1  s2 then the
cost of any fixed plan is not higher for s1 than for s2, i.e. cost
functions are monotone in the selectivity. This assumption
is common in query optimization [5, 9]. It is intuitive as
higher predicate selectivity may lead to larger intermediate
results and processing larger results is usually more costly.
In the context of SQL, it holds for single-block SQL queries
while it may not always hold for multi-block queries [9].
For a fixed selectivity vector, we say that a plan is optimal
if it has minimal cost among all possible query plans. We
assume that a standard query optimizer is available that
determines for a given selectivity value an optimal plan. We
represent that optimizer by the function call BestPlan(q, s)
for query q and selectivity vector s in our pseudo-code. We
say that a plan is α-optimal (we also say near-optimal as
long as it is clear from the context to which value of α we
refer) for a specific selectivity vector if its cost at s is not
higher than the optimal cost at s by more than factor α.
We call the set of all possible selectivity vectors for a given
query the selectivity space and a subset of vectors a region.
A plan is α-optimal in a selectivity space region if it is α-
optimal for each contained vector. We are particularly in-
terested in (hyper)-cube shaped regions of the selectivity
space that are defined by two selectivity vectors, a lower
bound vector lb and an upper bound vector ub such that
lb  ub. The corresponding cube contains all vectors s such
that lb  s and s  ub. In two dimensions, a cube corre-
sponds for instance to a rectangle with the upper bound as
right-upper corner and the lower bound as lower-left corner.
We will associate plans with selectivity cubes in which they
are near-optimal and that we call near-optimality cubes in
that context.
Our goal in this paper is to solve the probably approxi-
mately optimal query optimization problem: a problem in-
stance is defined by a query q, an approximation factor α,
and a confidence threshold δ. The goal is to find a query
plan for q that is α-optimal with confidence δ.
4. ALGORITHM
We present a first algorithm for PAO in this section. We
discuss the main function in Section 4.1. In Section 4.2,
we present different algorithm variants for the sub-function
that identifies a cube-shaped region in the selectivity space
for which a given plan has near-optimal cost. In Section 4.3,
we discuss how to calculate the confidence that the true se-
lectivity values fall within a given region in the selectivity
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1: // Returns query plan for query q that is α-optimal
2: // with probability at least δ.
3: function PAOQ(q, α, δ)
4: // Initialize selectivity sample set S
5: S ←InitSamples(q)
6: // Until sufficiently confident to have α-optimal plan
7: repeat
8: // Optimize for current selectivity means
9: p←BestPlan(q, S.means)
10: // Find selectivity cube where p is α-optimal
11: noc←NearOptCube(q, p, α, S)
12: // Calculate confidence that selectivity in cube
13: conf ←Confidence(noc, S)
14: // Determine which samples to take next
15: nrSamples←ChooseSamples(q, p, α, δ, S, noc)
16: // Take corresponding number of samples
17: S ← S∪TakeSamples(nrSamples)
18: until conf ≥ δ
19: return p
20: end function
Algorithm 1: Interleaved sampling and optimization for
probably approximately optimal query optimization.
space. In Section 4.4, we present different policies for choos-
ing the number of samples to take for each predicate in the
next iteration.
4.1 Main Algorithm
Algorithm 1 is the main function of our algorithm. The
input is a PAO problem specification, consisting of a query q
to optimize, an approximation factor α defining what consti-
tutes a near-optimal cost value, and a confidence threshold
δ. The output is a query plan for query q whose execution
cost is not higher than optimal by more than factor α with
probability at least δ. We motivated this problem statement
in Section 1.
Our algorithm obtains very rudimentary initial selectiv-
ity estimates by evaluating each predicate on a small data
sample (function InitSamples in the pseudo-code). We can
either use a small fixed number of evaluations per predicate.
Or we can use an initialization method similar to the one
used by Karanasos et al. [23] and evaluate each predicate
on its input tuples until we find the first tuple for which
the predicate is satisfied. The initial sample will in general
be insufficient to generate a plan that is near-optimal with
sufficiently high confidence. The bigger part of samples is
taken during the iterations of the main loop (lines 7 to 18)
that we explain next.
We execute the following steps in each iteration of the
main loop. First, a query plan is created that is optimal
when assuming that the selectivity value for each predicate
is the arithmetic mean of all samples collected for that pred-
icate so far. Function BestPlan represents the invocation
of a standard query optimizer that generates the best query
plan for given selectivity estimates. Having an optimal plan
for the selectivity means, we calculate a cube-shaped re-
gion in the selectivity space for which that plan has near-
optimal cost (within factor α of the optimum). We use func-
tion NearOptCube to calculate the near-optimality region.
We discuss alternative implementations of that function in
the next subsection. Having a selectivity region for which
the current plan is near-optimal, we calculate the confidence
that the true selectivity values fall into that region using
function Confidence. We discuss the formulas that we use
to calculate confidence in Section 4.3.
We finally choose the number of samples to take for each
predicate using function ChooseSamples. The output of
ChooseSamples is a vector specifying for each query pred-
icate the number of samples to take next. We discuss dif-
ferent policies for choosing the number of samples in Sec-
tion 4.4. The choice of the number of samples might be
based for instance on the sensitivity of the cost function of
the current plan towards the selectivity in different predi-
cates. Having chosen the number of samples to take, we
draw those samples using a sampling component represented
by function TakeSamples. Iterations end once the required
confidence value is reached.
Note that we can of course check whether the current con-
fidence value is sufficient immediately after calculating con-
fidence (line 13) and avoid taking more samples in that case.
The pseudo-code shown in Algorithm 1 is simplified while
the implementation used for our experiments performs that
check. Also note that we can introduce additional termina-
tion conditions, restricting for instance the number of iter-
ations, standard optimizer calls, or the number of samples
taken. In particular, we can introduce an additional termi-
nation condition that bounds the total number of samples
based on the estimated execution cost of the current plan,
thereby avoiding disproportional sampling overhead.
4.2 Finding Near-Optimality Cubes
We describe different possibilities to implement function
NearOptCube in Algorithm 1. Our goal is to find a se-
lectivity cube in which a given plan has near-optimal cost.
If possible, we want to find the cube with maximal extent
among all cubes satisfying the aforementioned constraints.
The reason is that we terminate the iterations of the main
loop once our confidence that the true selectivity values lie
within that cube reaches threshold δ. Obtaining a bigger
cube allows earlier termination. Verifying whether a plan
has near-optimal cost in a given cube requires however calls
to the standard optimizer. The number of optimizer calls
required for finding a cube of maximal extent might be pro-
hibitive. Hence we devise algorithms that try to find the
largest possible near-optimality cube with a given budget of
optimizer calls. Note also that the true region in which a
given plan is optimal is in general not a cube. We still choose
to approximate it by a cube since cubes are easy to repre-
sent and since the statistical model presented in Section 4.3
is specific to cube-shaped regions.
We present two alternative algorithms for implementing
function NearOptCube in this subsection (Algorithm 2
and 3). Algorithm 2 is a rather naive approach at finding a
large near-optimality cube with a given number of optimizer
calls. The input is a plan p for query q together with the
approximation factor α and the set of selectivity samples S
collected so far. The output is a near-optimality cube, noc,
in which p is α-optimal.
We start with a cube of volume zero whose upper and
lower bounds are the selectivity mean vectors from the cur-
rent samples. This cube is iteratively extended until p is not
α-optimal within the extended cube anymore or the number
of optimizer calls exceeds the budget b. Cube extensions are
realized by function Extension by multiplying the upper
cube bound vector by factor (1 + ǫ) and the lower bound
by factor (1 − ǫ). The choice of ǫ is crucial and having a
parameter to tune is a weakness of this first algorithm. In
principle, we could also extend cubes by increasing or de-
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1: // Extend upper and lower bounds of selectivity
2: // space cube noc by a fixed ratio.
3: function Extension(noc)
4: noc.lb ← noc.lb · (1− ǫ)
5: noc.ub ← noc.ub · (1 + ǫ)
6: // Make sure that selectivities are at most 1
7: noc.ub ← min(noc.ub,Ones)
8: return noc
9: end function
10: // Checks if plan p for query q is α-optimal within
11: // selectivity space cube noc.
12: function IsNearOptCube(q, p, α, noc)
13: ubCost←Cost(p, noc.ub)
14: lbP lan←BestPlan(q, noc.lb)
15: lbCost←Cost(lbP lan, noc.lb)
16: return ubCost ≤ α · lbCost
17: end function
18: // Returns selectivity space cube containing means of
19: // samples S in which plan p is α-optimal for query q.
20: function NearOptCube(q, p, α, S)
21: // Assign current sample means as initial bounds
22: ex.lb← S.means
23: ex.ub← S.means
24: nrOpt← 0
25: // While ex is α-optimal and optimizer budget left
26: repeat
27: // Current cube becomes last extension
28: noc← ex
29: // Extend near-optimality cube
30: ex←Extension(noc)
31: // Count optimizer call for near-optimality check
32: nrOpt← nrOpt+ 1
33: until ¬IsNearOpt(q, p, α, ex)∨nrOpt ≥ b
34: return noc
35: end function
Algorithm 2: Naive fixed-ratio algorithm for finding a near-
optimality cube in the selectivity space.
creasing the bounds by an additive constant. The problem
is however that adding a constant value to small selectiv-
ity values has large impact on the plan cost function while
adding the same constant to a large selectivity values has
little impact; it is therefore preferable to extend the bounds
by a constant ratio.
After each cube extension, function IsNearOptCube ver-
ifies whether plan p is still α-optimal within the extended
cube. This check requires one optimizer call and compares
the optimal cost at the lower cube bound, lbCost, with
the cost of the current plan p at the upper cube bound,
ubCost. The near-optimality check is based on the follow-
ing theorem, similar results were exploited by Chaudhuri
and Narasayya [9] and by Bizarro et al. [5].
Theorem 1. If ubCost ≤ α · lbCost then plan p is α-
optimal between the selectivity cube bounds.
Proof. The optimal cost lbCost at the lower cube bound
is at the same time a lower bound for the optimal cost in the
entire cube as cost functions are assumed to be monotone in
the selectivity. The cost of plan p at the upper cube bound
is an upper bound on the cost of plan p in the entire cube
for the same reason. Hence if ubCost ≤ α · lbCost then the
cost of plan p is not higher than the optimum by more than
factor α in the entire cube.
We can improve Algorithm 2 in several ways. First, in-
stead of terminating once a cube extension does not yield a
near-optimality cube anymore, we can backtrack and try to
extend the last cube with a smaller step size. Second, our
goal should be to extend the upper and the lower bound by
a similar amount since we will calculate confidence (that the
true selectivity values falls into the cube) based on the mini-
mal distance between selectivity mean and the cube bounds.
Having extended either the upper or the lower bound by a
big margin is useless if the other bound remains close to the
mean as the confidence remains low. Third, extending the
selectivity of each predicate by the same ratio is too inflex-
ible as it neglects that the sensitivity of the cost function
towards changes of the selectivity values might differ across
different plans. Algorithm 3 integrates all of the aforemen-
tioned improvements.
The selectivity cube is initialized in the same way as be-
fore. Before starting the extensions, we calculate however a
target cost value for the upper (variable ubtc) and the lower
cube bound (variable lbtc). The semantics of those cost val-
ues is that our algorithm tries to extend the cube in a way
such that the cost of plan p at the upper cube bound cor-
responds approximately to ubtc and the optimal cost value
at the lower cube bound corresponds approximately to lbtc.
This choice connects to the second improvement: if plan
cost functions were linear then making the cost of p at the
upper bound equal to ubts and the optimal cost at the lower
cube bound equal to lbtc would result in the near-optimality
cube maximizing the minimal distance between selectivity
mean and cube bounds. Note that we do not require plan
cost functions to be linear and our algorithm works for non-
linear cost functions as well. It will however tend to be more
efficient the more closely the cost function resembles a linear
function around the current selectivity means.
Each iteration of the outer loop in functionNearOptCube
performs two steps. First, a recommended step size is cal-
culated separately for the lower and the upper cube bound.
Second, starting with the recommended step sizes we try to
extend the current cube, cutting the step sizes by two un-
til either the extended cube is small enough such that p is
α-optimal within it or the optimizer budget runs out.
Function StepSize calculates the recommended step size
to start the extensions with. We choose the step size based
on the sensitivity of the cost function which realizes the
third of the three improvements we discussed before. We
have calculated target cost values that we want to reach at
the upper and lower cube bounds. The step size is based on
the margin, i.e. on by how much the current cost value dif-
fers from the target. We also need to take into account how
quickly the cost function changes in the selectivity param-
eters around the bounds. The expression Ones·∇Cost(fix
p,X)|X=sel calculates the slope of the cost function of plan
p in the direction of the unit vector (function Ones) and
the recommended step size takes the slope and the margin
into account. In order to choose the step size at the lower
cube bounds we examine the cost function of the plan that
is optimal at the lower cube bounds (as we are interested in
the slope of the optimal cost function). At the upper bound
we examine the cost function of plan p that is optimal for
the current selectivity means.
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1: // Calculates recommended step size when trying to
2: // reach target cost tcost for plan p by making
3: // a step from selectivity vector sel.
4: function StepSize(p,sel, tcost)
5: // Calculate plan cost at selectivity vector
6: cost←Cost(p, sel)
7: // Calculate margin to target cost
8: margin← tcost− cost
9: // Calculate cost slope at selectivity vector
10: slope←Ones·∇Cost(fix p,X)|X=sel
11: // Return recommended step size
12: return margin/slope
13: end function
14: // Extends cube noc by adding ubStep and lbStep
15: // to upper and lower cube bounds respectively.
16: function Extension(noc, lbStep, ubStep)
17: noc.lb ← noc.lb + lbStep·Ones
18: noc.ub ← noc.ub + ubStep·Ones
19: // Verify that selectivity within admissible range
20: noc.lb ← max(noc.lb,Zeros)
21: noc.ub ← min(noc.ub,Ones)
22: return noc
23: end function
24: // Returns selectivity space cube containing means of
25: // samples S in which plan p is α-optimal for query q.
26: function NearOptCube(q, p, α, S)
27: // Assign current sample means as initial bounds
28: noc.lb ← S.means
29: noc.ub ← S.means
30: // Determine target cost values for cube bounds
31: c←Cost(p, S.means)
32: lbtc← c/√α
33: ubtc← c · √α
34: // Until optimizer budget runs out
35: nrOpt← 0
36: repeat
37: // Calculate best plan for lower cube bounds
38: lbP lan←BestPlan(q, noc.lb)
39: nrOpt← nrOpt+ 1
40: // Calculate recommended step size at bounds
41: lbStep←StepSize(lbP lan,noc.lb, lbtc)
42: ubStep←StepSize(p,noc.ub, ubtc)
43: // Reduce step size until extension possible
44: extended←false
45: repeat
46: ex←Extension(noc, lbStep, ubStep)
47: // Check if extended cube is near-optimal
48: if IsNearOptCube(q, p, α, ex) then
49: noc← ex
50: extended←true
51: else
52: lbStep← lbStep/2
53: ubStep← ubStep/2
54: end if
55: nrOpt← nrOpt+ 1
56: until extended∨ nrOpt ≥ b
57: until nrOpt ≥ b
58: return noc
59: end function
Algorithm 3: Finding near-optimality cubes with slope-
based choice of extension step size.
The calculated step size is only used as a recommendation
and if extension is not possible with that step size then it
is reduced. This is the purpose of the inner loop in func-
tion NearOptCube and implements the first of the im-
provements proposed before. We compare both algorithms
for finding near-optimality cubes in our experimental eval-
uation in Section 6.
4.3 Calculating Confidence
Given a cube-shaped selectivity region in which a plan
p is α-optimal, function Confidence calculates the confi-
dence that the true selectivity values fall within that re-
gion. This is at the same time our confidence that plan
p has near-optimal cost. We do not provide pseudo-code
for function Confidence but we describe the mathematical
formulas that it applies.
We denote by t the vector of true selectivity values in the
following. We are interested in the probability that the true
selectivity values fall within cube noc, i.e. we are interested
in Pr(t ∈ noc) = Pr(noc.lb  t  noc.ub). We want to
lower-bound that probability and the resulting bound is our
confidence value.
We denote by the subscript notation the selectivity value
for one specific predicate (e.g., tr denotes the true selectivity
of predicate r). The probability that the true selectivity is
within the cube equals the probability that the selectivity
of each predicate is within its corresponding cube bounds,
i.e. Pr(t ∈ noc) = ∏r∈pred(q) Pr(noc.lbr ≤ tr ≤ noc.ubr),
denoting by pred(q) the set of predicates in query q that
need to be sampled. Note that we assume independence
between the deviations of the current mean from the true
selectivity between different predicates.
The true selectivity for a predicate is at the same time the
expected value for the mean of the corresponding selectivity
samples. We can therefore upper-bound the probability that
the true selectivity of one specific predicate falls outside the
cube bounds by the probability that an expected value de-
viates from the current mean. The Hoeffding inequality [21]
provides us with corresponding bounds while making no as-
sumptions on the probability distribution of the sampling
distribution.
More precisely, denote by ar the arithmetic average value
of the selectivity samples collected for one specific predicate
r. Denote by tr its true selectivity and denote by lr the
number of samples (i.e., the number of tuples on which the
predicate was evaluated) collected for that predicate so far.
The cube bounds for r are given by noc.lbr and noc.ubr and
due to how we generate cubes, the mean value must be con-
tained between the cube bounds: noc.lbr ≤ ar ≤ noc.ubr .
Denote by dr = min(ar −noc.lbr, noc.ubr − ar) the minimal
distance between the current mean and the cube bounds.
Then the probability that the true selectivity of r falls out-
side the cube bounds, Pr(tr < noc.lbr ∨ tr > noc.ubr), is
bounded by the probability that the distance between cur-
rent mean and true selectivity exceeds dr.
As the true selectivity is the expected value of the mean,
we can bound that probability using the Hoeffding inequal-
ity. Assuming that noc.lbr > 0 and noc.ubr < 1, we have
to apply the two-sided version of the Hoeffding inequality
(otherwise we can use the one-sided version which provides
a tighter bound). In that case, we obtain 2·exp(−2·d2r ·lr) as
upper bound for Pr(tr < noc.lbr∨tr > noc.ubr). This means
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our confidence for the true selectivity being within the cur-
rent cube bounds is lower bounded by 1−2 ·exp(−2 ·d2r · lr).
The confidence that the true selectivity falls within cube
noc is therefore given by
∏
r∈pred(q)
max(1− 2 · exp(−2 · d2r · lr), 0).
4.4 Sampling Schemes
Function ChooseSamples, used in Algorithm 1, deter-
mines for each predicate how many samples to take when
the next batch of samples is collected. We discuss different
sampling strategies in this subsection. We do not provide
pseudo-code but an implementation based on our descrip-
tions is straight-forward.
We can split the problem of choosing the number of sam-
ples per predicate in the current iteration into two sub-
problems. First, we must decide how many samples to take
in total. Second, we must decide how to distribute those
samples over the different predicates.
There are multiple metrics according to which we can
compare sampling strategies. We can compare them in terms
of the number of main loop iterations that they lead to but
we can also compare them in terms of how many samples
are taken in total or how often the standard optimizer is in-
voked. The number of optimizer invocations and the number
of iterations are certainly correlated as we execute a bounded
number of optimizer invocations in each iteration. The num-
ber of samples and the number of iterations are however not
necessarily correlated and the right answer to the first ques-
tion (how many samples to take in total) depends on the
tradeoff that we want to realize between them. If we take
a relatively large number of samples in each iteration then
the number of required iterations and optimizer invocations
will be reduced while the total number of samples might be
higher than optimal. If we take a small number of samples
then the number of iterations required to reach the PAO
guarantees tends to increase. Note that the time required
for sampling might depend more on the number of itera-
tions than on the total number of samples if we can exploit
parallelism on the sampling infrastructure (e.g., if data is
processed on a big cluster or on a crowdsourcing platform
such as Amazon Mechanical Turk1).
The optimal answer to the second question (how to dis-
tribute the total number of samples over different query
predicates) depends on the samples collected so far, on the
plan that is optimal for the current selectivity means, and
on the extent of its near-optimality cube. Assume for in-
stance that the current plan is near-optimal for all possible
selectivity values of one predicate. Then sampling this pred-
icate is not interesting. Or assume that the cost function of
the current plan is equally sensitive to two predicates but
that we already have very tight confidence bounds for one
of them while the selectivity of the second one is rather un-
certain. Clearly it is more interesting to sample the second
predicate in this situation. The sampling strategies that we
discuss in the following all consider a subset of the issues we
raised before and we compare different sampling strategies
formally in Section 5 and experimentally in Section 6.
The simplest sampling strategy that we consider is uni-
form sampling. We take the same number of samples in
1https://www.mturk.com
each iteration and samples are distributed uniformly over
the predicates.
A slightly more sophisticated sampling strategy is expo-
nential sampling. The total number of samples is still dis-
tributed uniformly over the different predicates. However,
the total number of samples to take is chosen according to
the following principle. We take the same number of samples
as uniform sampling in the first iteration. Then, denoting by
h the total number of samples taken in all prior iterations,
we take ρ · h samples in the current iteration. Factor ρ > 0
is a user-defined constant that allows to trade between the
number of iterations and the number of samples taken. We
will see during formal analysis and during our experiments
that this seemingly simple sampling strategy often achieves
a good tradeoff between the number of iterations, samples,
and optimizer invocations.
All sampling strategies discussed so far distribute the to-
tal number of samples uniformly over all predicates. This
is not the case for our last sampling strategy that we call
adaptive sampling. Adaptive sampling adapts the number
of samples to take for each predicate to the plan that is
optimal for the current selectivity means and to its near-
optimality cube. We make the conservative assumption that
new samples will not change the current selectivity means
significantly, that the plan that is optimal for the current
selectivity means will remain optimal in the next iteration,
and that its near-optimality cube remains the same as well.
Under those assumptions, we can calculate the number of
additional samples required for each predicate that are re-
quired in order to reach the required confidence value δ.
More precisely, denote bym the number of query predicates.
Then the confidence value δ is reached once the confidence
for each single predicate that its true selectivity value falls
within the cube bounds reaches value δ1/m. For each pred-
icate, we must therefore set 1 − 2 · exp(−2 · d2r · lr) ≥ δ1/m
which allows to calculate the required number of samples.
5. FORMAL ANALYSIS
We analyze the maximal number of samples that the al-
gorithm presented in the last section has to take in order to
satisfy the probabilistic PAO guarantees.
The number of required samples depends on properties of
the cost function. We assume in the following that multi-
plying the selectivity estimate for each of m predicates by
factor f might multiply the cost of a plan by up to factor fm.
We call this assumption the maximal sensitivity assumption
(MSA) in the following, as cost functions are assumed to be
equally sensitive to a change in any of the predicate selectiv-
ity values. We require MSA only to hold locally in a small
area around the true selectivity values. Note that our algo-
rithm works even if MSA is not satisfied; the assumption is
uniquely required for our formal analysis.
MSA is a pessimistic assumption as having cost functions
that are very sensitive to the selectivity estimates means
that plans tend to be near-optimal within smaller regions of
the selectivity space. Then the number of samples required
to shrink the selectivity confidence bounds until they are
contained within those near-optimality regions increases.
We first establish a minimal extent for near-optimality
regions under the MSA. Then we calculate the number of
samples required to shrink the confidence bounds. We de-
note in the following by m the number of query predicates.
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Lemma 1. If a plan is optimal at selectivity vector s then
it is α-optimal in the cube bounded by sα−1/(2m) and sα1/(2m).
Proof. Plan p is in the following the plan that is optimal
for selectivity vector s and c the cost of p at s. We first
calculate a lower cost bound for the entire cube. A different
plan than p might be optimal at the lower cube bounds
sα−1/(2m). Let pL denote the plan that is optimal for the
lower cube bounds. The cost of pL for s is lower-bounded by
c as c is the optimal cost at s. Multiplying the selectivity by
factor α−1/(2m) can reduce the plan cost at most by factor
α−1/2 due to the MSA. Therefore c ·α−1/2 is a lower bound
for the cost at the lower cube bound which lower-bounds at
the same time the cost in the entire cube as we assume that
cost functions are monotone in the selectivity values. The
cost of p at the upper cube bound is an upper bound on the
cost of p within the entire cube. The cost of p at sα1/(2m)
is upper-bounded by c · α1/2 due to MSA. It is cα1/2 ≤
cα−1/2 · α and the sufficient condition for having a near-
optimality cube (see Theorem 1 in Section 4.2) satisfied.
The confidence that the true selectivity falls within the
cube bounds is for each predicate calculated based on the
minimal distance between mean and cube bounds.
Lemma 2. The plan p that is optimal for the current se-
lectivity means a is α-optimal in a cube around a with mini-
mal distance a·(1−α−1/(2m)) between a and the cube bounds.
Proof. Lemma 1 specifies upper and lower bounds of a
cube in which p is α-optimal. The distance between a and
the upper cube bound is a · (α1/(2m) − 1) and the distance
between a and the lower cube bound is a·(1−α−1/(2m)). It is
1−1/α1/(2m) = (α1/(2m)−1)/α1/(2m) ≤ α1/(2m)−1 for α ≥
1. The minimal distance between a and the cube bounds is
therefore the distance to the lower cube bounds.
We calculate the number of samples required to achieve
confidence δ. The following analysis is pessimistic since we
assume that plans are only near-optimal within the minimal
near-optimality cube described in Lemma 1.
We assume that the cube extension algorithm is able to
establish that the best plan for the current selectivity means
is near-optimal at least within its minimal cube. This seems
particularly likely for the slope-based extension scheme (Al-
gorithm 3): the target cost bounds it aims to achieve for the
upper and lower cube bounds correspond precisely to the
ones of the minimal selectivity cube if the plan cost func-
tions are as sensitive to selectivity changes as maximally
allowed by the MSA and if the plan that is optimal for the
selectivity means is also optimal at the lower cube bounds.
We simplify the following analysis by assuming that all
predicates have the same selectivity mean a and therefore
the same minimal distance d = a · (1 − α−1/(2m)) between
a and the cube bounds, while the generalization is straight
forward. We also assume that the selectivity means a remain
fixed over the iterations (alternatively, we can say that a
denotes the selectivity means in the final iteration without
affecting the following analysis). We currently assume a
uniform distribution of samples over predicates.
Theorem 2. An α-optimal plan is found with confidence
δ after taking m · log(2/(1− m
√
δ))/(2 · d2) samples.
Proof. The algorithm terminates once the confidence
that the true selectivity values lie within the minimal near-
optimality cube reaches the threshold δ. This is the case
once the confidence for each of the m predicates that its se-
lectivity lies within the corresponding cube bounds reaches
value
m
√
δ. Hence we require 1−2 exp(−2·d2 ·l) ≥ m
√
δ where
l denotes the number of samples taken for that predicate.
This leads to the condition exp(−2 · d2 · l) ≤ (1 − m
√
δ)/2
and −2 · d2 · l ≤ log((1− m
√
δ)/2) and finally l ≥ log(2/(1−
m
√
δ))/(2 · d2). This formula specifies the required samples
per predicate so we need to multiply by m to obtain the
total number of required samples.
The required number of samples grows in the confidence
threshold δ. It grows once the minimal distance between
mean and cube bounds decreases; the minimal distance in-
creases in α. As expected, requiring a higher confidence or
using a stricter definition of near-optimality increases the
required number of samples. Our formula for the number of
samples also grows for lower selectivity values (as the mini-
mal distance is monotone in the selectivity). Note however
that our formula establishes an upper bound on the required
number of samples under pessimistic assumptions. The ac-
tual number of required samples might be less sensitive to
low selectivity values and we will show in our experiments
that our algorithms perform well for relatively low selectiv-
ity values of few per mille in average. More importantly,
low selectivity values mean low execution cost as the size
of intermediate results becomes very small. We discussed
the natural extension of our algorithm to terminate iter-
ations once the estimated execution cost becomes too low
(e.g., with confidence δ). Low selectivity values lead to low
execution cost and would trigger early termination.
Also, there are specialized sampling methods that reduce
sampling effort for predicates with low selectivity in specific
domains. A counting based selectivity estimation method
has for instance been proposed recently in the context of
crowd database systems [24] that can reduce the required
number of samples significantly, in particular for image recog-
nition tasks.
Note that the number of samples does not at all depend
on the size of the processed data! The number of required
samples will therefore become more and more negligible the
bigger the data set on which the query operates is.
We denote by u(α, δ,m) the upper bound on the required
number of samples in the following. We finally study how
the required number of samples translates into the actual
number of samples taken, the number of iterations and the
number of optimizer calls, for the different sampling strate-
gies described in Section 4.4.
Theorem 3. The number of samples, optimizer calls, and
iterations are all in O(u(α, δ,m)) for uniform sampling.
Proof. Uniform sampling takes a constant number of
samples per iteration and the number of optimizer calls per
iteration is bounded by a constant, too.
We denote the multiplicative factor used by the exponen-
tial sampling strategy by ρ in the following.
Theorem 4. The number of iterations and optimizer calls
are both in O(logρ u(α, δ,m)) while the number of samples
is in O(ρ · u(α, δ,m)) for exponential sampling.
Proof. The total number of samples taken in each iter-
ation equals the total number of samples taken so far mul-
tiplied by factor ρ. Hence the total number of samples in-
creases by factor ρ + 1 after each iteration. The number
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of iterations is in O(logρ+1 u(α, δ,m)) = O(logρ u(α, δ,m))
and the number of optimizer calls is proportional. The num-
ber of iterations determines the number of samples which is
(ρ+ 1)⌈logρ+1 u(α,δ,m)⌉ ∈ O(ρ · u(α, δ,m)).
Exponential sampling reduces the asymptotic number of
iterations and optimizer invocations significantly while it
increases the number of samples by factor ρ. Choosing a
higher value for ρ decreases the number of iterations and
optimizer calls while it may increase the number of samples.
Note that our analysis is based on the simplifying assump-
tions that a plan is only near-optimal within its minimal
cube and that this cube is reliably discovered in each iter-
ation. We will see in our experiments that the number of
samples increases sometimes by more than factor ρ when
switching from uniform to exponential sampling.
Adaptive sampling tries to calculate the required number
of samples for each predicate based on the current selectiv-
ity estimates. This results in one iteration and a constant
number of optimizer calls under the (in practice overly opti-
mistic) assumption that the selectivity values do not change
significantly enough to invalidate the forecast. Based on
that property, we can however certainly expect a relatively
low number of iterations and optimizer calls. In addition,
the adaptive sampling scheme is the only one that does not
distribute samples uniformly over different predicates. This
means that the number of samples taken by the adaptive
scheme is for instance guaranteed to be lower than the one
taken by all other schemes at least by factorm in cases where
selectivity matters only for one out of them predicates (e.g.,
if all predicates but one are defined on small tables whose
processing cost is negligible).
6. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
We experimentally compare the different variants of the
PAO algorithm described in Section 4 against each other.
Section 6.1 describes the experimental setup. Section 6.2
presents the result of a comparison between different algo-
rithms for finding selectivity space regions and Section 6.3
compares different predicate sampling strategies.
6.1 Experimental Setup
We compare algorithms in terms of the number of itera-
tions they perform, the number of standard optimizer calls
that they require, and in terms of the total number of sam-
ples that they collect for solving a given PAO instance. We
compare algorithms on randomly generated queries and use
the query generation method described by Steinbrunn et
al. [30] (which was reused in other publications [6]). This
generation method results in predicates with rather moder-
ate selectivity (median selectivity over 100 generated queries
joining 10 tables was around 3 per mille). After generating
a query, we randomly pick a given number of predicates for
which no selectivity values are provided to the optimizer.
Our optimization algorithm can only approximate those se-
lectivity values via sampling while selectivity estimates for
the other predicates are known. We simulate evaluating
predicates on data samples by flipping a coin for each tuple
with a success probability that corresponds to the selectivity
that was determined at query generation.
We generate queries with different numbers of joined ta-
bles and predicates. We performed one series of experiments
on chain queries and one on star queries; the results show
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Figure 3: Number of iterations for 10-table chain
queries and different extension algorithms.
the same tendencies and hence we report only the results
for chain queries in the following. We compare algorithms
for different approximation factors α and for different con-
fidence thresholds δ. Selectivity estimates are initialized by
sampling each predicate until the first tuple satisfying the
predicate is encountered [23]. The number of samples taken
per iteration by uniform sampling corresponds to 0.25 per-
cent of the average number of predicate evaluations required
for the first join. Exponential sampling takes the same num-
ber of samples in the first iteration. The maximal number of
samples per iteration is restricted to 100 times that number
for adaptive sampling. The number of standard optimizer
invocations per iteration is restricted to 10.
All algorithms were implemented in Java 1.7 and executed
on an iMac with i5-3470S 2.90GHz CPU and 16 GB of RAM.
6.2 Comparing Cube Extension Algorithms
We compare the two algorithms presented in Section 4.2
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Figure 4: Number of optimizer calls for 10-table
chain queries and different extension algorithms.
for finding near-optimality cubes using a given number of
standard optimizer invocations. “Slope” designates the ex-
tension scheme that exploits the slope of the plan cost func-
tion (see Algorithm 3) while “FR(ǫ)” designates the naive
version (see Algorithm 2) that uses a fixed extension ratio
defined by ǫ. We experimented with different values for ǫ in
preliminary experiments and report only results for the two
best configurations in the following plots. All algorithms use
the uniform sampling scheme in this subsection.
Figures 1 to 4 compare the algorithms in terms of how
many iterations are necessary (which is at the same time
proportional to the number of required samples as we use
uniform sampling) and how many standard optimizer calls
are necessary. We compare algorithms for two query sizes
and four different combinations of values for α and δ and
for four different numbers of parameters with unknown se-
lectivity values. Each data point represents the arithmetic
average over 25 test cases. We interrupted iterations of the
fixed ratio algorithm once the number of iterations exceeds
the iterations required by Slope by more than one order of
magnitude (this happened in average for one out of 25 test
cases). Hence the reported numbers for FR correspond to
lower bounds on the real values.
Slope wins according to the number of iterations (and
samples) and according to the number of optimizer calls.
The difference is significant (note the logarithmic axis) and
shows the impact of the improvements that were discussed
in Section 4.2. FR is less efficient than Slope at approx-
imating the near-optimality region of a given plan. This
means that FR requires tighter confidence bounds for the
selectivity values before it can terminate and this results in
the increased number of iterations.
The number of required iterations as well as the required
number of optimizer calls increase for all algorithms once
δ increases or α decreases as both corresponds to stronger
probabilistic guarantees. Increasing the number of predi-
cates increases the number of iterations and optimizer calls
as well. Note however that Slope can easily optimize 10-
table queries with eight predicates having unknown selec-
tivity values, using only around 1100 standard optimizer
calls even for the strongest probabilistic guarantees. Al-
gorithms for parametric query optimization [11, 5], where
the goal is to find optimal plans for all possible selectivity
value combinations, are for instance typically evaluated on
lower numbers of selectivity parameters and incur higher
computational overhead. Our approach for cube extension
is tailored to our scenario as we only approximate the near-
optimality region of one single plan instead of finding near-
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Figure 7: Number of optimizer calls for 5-table chain
queries and different sampling schemes.
optimal plans for each region in the selectivity space. In the
next subsection, we will see how the number of iterations
can be reduced by more sophisticated sampling schemes.
6.3 Comparing Sampling Schemes
Figures 5 to 10 compare the sampling strategies that were
presented in Section 4.4 over different query sizes, predicate
counts, and PAO guarantees. “Uni” denotes the uniform
sampling strategy, “Exp(ρ)” is the exponential sampling
strategy with multiplicative factor ρ and “Adapt” designates
the adaptive sampling strategy in those plots.
The comparison shows that different sampling strategies
are optimal according to different cost metrics. Uniform
sampling requires the lowest number of samples but the
highest number of iterations and optimizer calls. It is prefer-
able if sampling is rather expensive compared with optimiza-
tion overhead and if the sampling infrastructure offers a low
degree of parallelism. The other sampling schemes reduce
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Figure 10: Number of optimizer calls for 10-table
chain queries and different sampling schemes.
the number of required iterations however often by one or-
der of magnitude or more for elevated number of predicates
and high confidence requirements.
The exponential sampling strategy realizes different trade-
offs between the number of optimizer calls and iterations and
the number of samples depending on the choice for ρ. Choos-
ing a higher value for ρ decreases the number of iterations
and optimizer calls while it usually increases the number of
samples. Comparing with the other sampling strategies, the
exponential sampling strategies offer often a good tradeoff
between number of optimizer invocations and samples.
The adaptive sampling scheme usually requires the lowest
number of iterations and optimizer calls among all sampling
strategies. This shows that estimating how many samples
are required to meet the confidence requirements is helpful
even if the theoretical optimum of only one iteration is not
reached. On the other hand, adaptive sampling has often
the highest number of samples for moderate number of query
predicates. Once the number of samples becomes elevated
(at least four predicates for high confidence requirements
and at least six for low confidence requirements), adaptive
sampling starts requiring less samples than the exponential
sampling strategies. This shows the benefit of distributing
samples non-uniformly over predicates.
Altogether we recommend uniform sampling to minimize
the number of samples, the exponential strategies to achieve
a good and tunable tradeoff between the number of itera-
tions and samples for queries with moderate number of pred-
icates, and the adaptive sampling strategy to minimize the
number of iterations and for queries with many predicates.
7. CONCLUSION
We introduced probably approximately optimal query op-
timization and a first corresponding algorithm.
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